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the same domain as the sum of the Liouville operator L with the Ornstein–Uhlenbeck
operator Q corresponding to the Stokes operator and the forcing term; existence of a
C0-semigroup of contraction inL
2ðmgÞ with generator extending the operator K has
been proven. In this paper it is proven that both L and K are bounded by naturally
associated positive Schro¨dinger-like operators, which are essentially self-adjoint on a
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ALBEVERIO AND FERRARIO781. INTRODUCTION
This paper is concerned with the equations for inviscid and viscous ﬂuids
in a two-dimensional domain. First, we analyze the Euler equation in order
to deﬁne a suitable mathematical setting in which, later on, we introduce a
stochastic Navier–Stokes equation.
On the one hand, there are results on the existence of global in time
solutions under sommability assumptions for the initial data and its curl (cf.,
e.g., [Ebi] for Euler and [T] for Navier–Stokes and the references therein).
Both energy and enstrophy are invariant for the classical Euler motion. On
the other hand, in the framework of discussions on statistical solutions,
Gibbs-type measures with formal density expressed by means of invariants
of the Euler motion have been constructed in [ARdFH-K, BF,AH-
K81,AH-KM,CDG,AH-K89,AC,Ci] and extended to certain non-Gaus-
sian measures in [CC]. All these measures have been proven to be
inﬁnitesimally invariant for the Euler equation and a stochastic Navier–
Stokes one, in the sense speciﬁed in the next sections and they are stationary
solutions of Hopf’s equation. In the present paper, we deal with the Gibbs
measures mg deﬁned in terms of the enstrophy. In a paper in preparation
[AF1], we shall analyze the case of Poisson-like invariant measures.
In a standard way, instead of the classical motion a time evolution in the
space L2ðO;mgÞ (with O the support of mg) is deﬁned, respectively, in terms
of the Liouville operator L associated to the Euler equation and of the
Kolmogorov operator K associated to the stochastic Navier–Stokes
equation.
In [ARdFH-K,AH-K81, BF,AH-KM,CDG,AH-K89], L has been
analyzed as a symmetric linear operator in L2ðO; mgÞ, deﬁned on the dense
subspace FC1b of smooth cylinder bounded functions. Existence of anL
2-
ﬂow has been proven in [AH-K81] (the existence of at least one self-adjoint
extension of L is based on the invariance of L with respect to a suitable
conjugation). Uniqueness was left open, as the problem of proving that the
closure %L of L is already the generator of a strongly continuous unitary
group in L2ðO; mgÞ (cf., e.g., [Ebe, St] for general discussions of related
uniqueness problems for ﬂows inLp Banach spaces). TheL2-uniqueness (a
strong uniqueness in the terminology of, e.g., [AKR95, LR]) is equivalent
with proving the essential self-adjointness of L onFC1b . Results of this type
have been obtained for one-dimensional systems of inﬁnitely many particles
in [MPP] (for the corresponding problem of strong uniqueness for
generators of inﬁnite-dimensional diffusions semigroups, see, e.g.,
[AKR95,DPT, Ebe, LR, St, Z] and references therein).
It was remarked in [AH-K89] that if %L is self-adjoint, then the unitary
group ei
%Lt; t 2 R, can be represented as ðei %Ltf ÞðoÞ ¼ f ðFtoÞ for mg-a.e. o 2 O
and any f 2L2ðO; mgÞ, where Ft : O! O is a mg-preserving map giving a
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depends on the fact that L being a derivation, fei %Ltgt2R gives rise to a family
of automorphisms of L1ðO;mgÞ to which we can associate a family of
measure preserving automorphisms fFtgt2R on O). In this case, this
generalized Euler ﬂow would be the unique mg-preserving ﬂow deﬁned mg-
a.e. which satisﬁes the Euler equation. Thus, it would coincide with the
generalized Euler ﬂows constructed in different ways in [AC,CC,CDG].
In the same mathematical setting, Albeverio and Cruzeiro [AC]
introduced a stochastic Navier–Stokes equation with the associated
Kolmogorov operator K in L2ðO;mgÞ given by the sum of the Liouville
operator L and an inﬁnite-dimensional Ornstein–Uhlenbeck operator Q, so
that Q is essentially self-adjoint on FC1b and mg is invariant for Q too. It
then follows the inﬁnitesimal invariance of mg for the stochastic Navier–
Stokes problem. In [FlG], existence of a solution of the Kolmogorov
equation was proven.
In this paper, ﬁrst the essential self-adjointness of an operator Lˆ naturally
associated with L and bounding it (in the sense of quadratic forms) is proven
on the dense subspaceFPol 	L2ðO;mgÞ of cylinder polynomial functions.
This result might be looked as a ﬁrst step towards proving that L itself is
essentially self-adjoint on FPol. It is based on a rather general essential
self-adjointness result on Schro¨dinger-like operators inL2ðO;mgÞ, which we
prove in Section 3, extending and adapting methods ﬁrst developed in
connection with constructive quantum ﬁeld theory.
For the Navier–Stokes problem, we shall prove strong uniqueness in L2
ðO; mgÞ of an operator Kˆ naturally associated with the Kolmogorov operator
K deﬁned on the same dense subspace of cylinder polynomial functions in
L2ðO;mgÞ and such that Kˆ bounds K . Uniqueness of the martingale problem
would follow (cf., e.g., [AR, SV]), if K were strongly unique. In the latter
case, we would then have a unique weak solution of the stochastic Navier–
Stokes equation in O for mg-a.e. initial data. The measure mg would then be
invariant for this ﬂow.
We also point out that the Galerkin approximation of L is strongly
unique in the relevant ‘‘projected space’’ ofL2ðO;mgÞ and that the Galerkin
approximation of K and a suitably truncated (but inﬁnite-dimensional)
version KN of the Kolmogorov operator are unique in the LpðO;mg)-sense
for any 14p52 (the latter result is a consequence of methods developed in
the frame of the theory of Dirichlet forms, cf., [Ebe, St]).
We remark that both the Euler and Navier–Stokes ﬂows are in no cases
classical ﬂows of ﬁnite energy because the subset of O where the energy is
ﬁnite has mg-measure zero (as shown in [ARdFH-K]).
As to the structure of this paper, in Section 2, we shall present classical
results on the two-dimensional Euler and Navier–Stokes equations and
deﬁne the mathematical setting for the Hilbert space approach of these
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a Schro¨dinger-like inﬁnite-dimensional operator in L2ðO;mgÞ associated
with L and K . The described uniqueness results for the Liouville operator L
are presented in Section 4 and those for the Kolmogorov operator K in
Section 5.
2. EULER AND NAVIER–STOKES EQUATIONS
The equation for a homogeneous incompressible ﬂuid in a two-
dimensional domain L is given by
@tu ¼ nDu 
 ðu  rÞu 
rp þ f ; div u ¼ 0;
where u ¼ ðu1ðt; xÞ; u2ðt; xÞÞ; t50; x 2 L, is the velocity ﬁeld of the ﬂuid, D
is the Laplacian, u  r ¼ u1@1 þ u2@2 is the derivative in the direction u; p ¼
pðt; xÞ is the pressure term, rp ¼ ð@1p; @2pÞ and @t ¼ @=@t; @i ¼ @=@xi;
i ¼ 1; 2. f is the external force and n50 is the viscosity coefﬁcient, div u ¼ 0
is the incompressibility condition.
To system (1) are associated suitable initial and boundary conditions.
For n > 0, we have the Navier–Stokes equation and for n ¼ 0, the Euler
equation. Let us start with considering the Euler equation without forcing
term, which is a conservative system described by the following equation:
@tu ¼ 
ðu  rÞu 
rp; div u ¼ 0: ð1Þ
We ﬁrst look for classical C1-solutions. Let r?  ð
@2; @1Þ; then, since
div u ¼ 0, we have that there exists a C2-function f on Rþ  R
2, called the
stream function, such that
u ¼ r?f ¼ ð
@2f; @1fÞ:
The Euler equation then takes the form
@tr?f ¼ 

X2
i¼1
ðr?i fÞrir
?f
rp: ð10Þ
For simplicity, we assume the spatial domain to be the torus L ¼ ½0; 2p2
with periodic boundary condition. More general domains have been
considered in [AH-K89]. We can always assume that any solution f of (1)
satisﬁes
R
L f dx ¼ 0 (since an additive constant obviously drops out of
Eq. (10) as well as from the velocity ﬁeld u ¼ r?fÞ. Let us expand fðt; xÞ in
Fourier series:
fðt; xÞ ¼
1
2p
X
k2Z2;k=0
okðtÞeikx;
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k ¼ %ok since f is real. Following [ARdFH-K], we apply r? to
Eq. (10) getting rid of the pressure term. The following equivalent
formulation of (1) is obtained:
dok
dt
ðtÞ ¼ BkðoðtÞÞ; k 2 Z
2; k=0; ð2Þ
where the functions Bk are given by
BkðoÞ ¼
1
2p
X
h2Z2
h=0; h=k
ðh?  kÞðh  kÞ
k2


h?  k
2
 
ohok
h

X
h2Z2
h=0; h=k
ch;kohok
h
(here ka denotes the norm jkja and h? ¼ ð
h2; h1ÞÞ.
These functions have the basic property that @kBk ¼ 0 (where @k ¼ @=@ok )
and B
k ¼ %Bk for any k.
The energy and the enstrophy associated with the solution u of (1) are
given, respectively, by
EðuÞ ¼
1
2
Z
L
u2 dx ¼
1
2
X
k
k2jok j2;
SðuÞ ¼
1
2
Z
L
ðrot uÞ2 dx ¼
1
2
X
k
k4jok j2:
It is well known from classical results of Wolibner, Yudovich, Kato and
others (see, e.g., references in [Ebi]) that for initial data u0 2 L2 with
curl u0 2 L2, there exist solutions of the Euler equation deﬁned for any time
t 2 R. Let us call them classical solutions.
Moreover, E and S are invariant for the classical motion, i.e.,
d
dt
EðuÞ ¼
X
k
k2BkðoÞ %ok ¼
X
h;k
k2ch;kohok
ho
k ¼ 0; ð3Þ
d
dt
SðuÞ ¼
X
k
k4BkðoÞ %ok ¼
X
h;k
k4ch;kohok
ho
k ¼ 0: ð4Þ
This is, in fact, based on the following relations, respectively:
k2ch;k þ h2ck
h;
h þ jk 
 hj
2c
k;h
k ¼ 0; ð30Þ
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h;
h þ jk 
 hj
4c
k;h
k ¼ 0; ð40Þ
which hold for any h=k. In particular, they imply that the sums as in (3)
and (4) vanish when we sum up over h; k such that h; k; k 
 h belong to any
symmetric index set I ði:e:; I ¼ 
I where 
I ¼ fj 2 Z2; j=0: 
 j 2 IgÞ.
We shall now look at the evolution of the Euler system from another
point of view. First of all, we have to deﬁne a proper Hilbert space setting.
For any g > 0, consider the measure dmgðoÞ ¼ k>0 dmg;kðokÞ where mg;k is
a centered Gaussian measure on C with covariance 1=ðgjkj4Þ (for the vector
index k ¼ ðk1; k2Þ; k > 0 means either k1 > 0 or k1 ¼ 0; k2 > 0Þ. This is the
so-called Gibbs measure of the enstrophy. Indeed, heuristically,
dmgðoÞ ¼
00 1
Z
e
ðg=2Þ
P
k4 jok j2 do00
with Z ¼00
R
e
ðg=2Þ
P
k4 jok j
2
do00 (the normalization necessary to make mg a
probability measure).
Consider the complex Hilbert space Hb ¼fo ¼fokgk>0 :
P
k2bjok j25
1g for any b 2 R. The support of the measure mg is O ¼
T
b51 H
b. In the
terminology of [I], ðO; mgÞ is a complex white noise space and (the complex)
LpðO;mgÞ is a separable Banach space for any 14p51. We will often write
for short LpðmgÞ and denote the L
pðmgÞ norm by jj  jjp. Since mg is a ﬁnite
measure, we have Lp1 ðmgÞ 	L
p2ðmgÞ for p1 > p251.
We collect the basic properties of the Bk’s (as established in [AC,AH-
K89,ARdFH-K,BF,CC,Ci]) in the following:
Lemma 2.1. @kBk ¼ 0; B
k ¼ %Bk. For any 14p51 and k 2 Z2; k=0
we have Bk 2LpðO; mgÞ and B ¼ fBkgk 2L
pððO;mgÞ; H
bÞ for any b5
 1.
For the proof of LpðmgÞ-sommability of Bk, respectively B, see [Ci,
Theorem 2.1], where it is proven that for each p there exists a ﬁnite constant
cp such that supk jjBk jjp ¼ cp and therefore
P
k k
2bjjBk jj
2
p51 as soon as
b5
 1.
Remark 2.1. Since B
k ¼ %Bk, it would be enough to consider fBkgk>0.
But in order to deal with real-valued operators later on, we will always
consider fBkgk=0.
Concerning the Navier–Stokes equation, this is a dissipative system. For
initial data of ﬁnite energy, existence and uniqueness of global in time
solutions are known and the energy and enstrophy do not explode but
stay ﬁnite for each time (cf., e.g., the works of Leray, Ladyzhenskaya,
Lions-Prodi and the references in [T]).
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even in the presence of a random force. For instance, time white noise
forcing terms with different (spatial) covariances have been considered in
[AC,Cr,DPZ, Fe97, Fe99, Fl, FlM]. Following [AC], let us introduce the
stochastic Navier–Stokes equation
@tu ¼
eg
2
Du 
 ðu  rÞu 
rp þ
ﬃﬃ
e
p
@tW ; div u ¼ 0; ð5Þ
where e > 0; W ðt; xÞ ¼ 1
2p
P
k2Z2;k=0
1
jkjbkðtÞr
?eikx and fbkg is a sequence of
independent standard complex valued Brownian motions.
Proceeding as in the Euler case, we are led to the following Itoˆ equations
for the Fourier components of the stream function for Navier–Stokes:
dokðtÞ ¼ 

eg
2
k2okðtÞ þ BkðoðtÞÞ
h i
dt þ
ﬃﬃ
e
p
jkj
dbkðtÞ; k 2 Z
2; k=0; ð6Þ
where the Bk’s have been deﬁned above.
Remark 2.2. In [ARdFH-K], it was proven that the energy E is mg-
a.s. inﬁnite. Moreover, the renormalized energy :E: was deﬁned as
:E:¼ 1
2
P
k ðk
2jokj2 
 2gk2Þ and was proven to be in L
2ðmgÞ and such
that e
b:E: 2L1ðmgÞ for any b > 0. Consequently, in [ARdFH-K]
other Gaussian measures associated with the Euler equation were
deﬁned as
dmb;g ¼
Z
e
b:E: dmg
 
1
e
b:E: dmg:
Since for ﬁxed g > 0, all the measures mb;g are equivalent (even for b > 
g, as
remarked in [CC]), the techniques and results of the next sections, which
will deal with the measures mg, can be easily extended to the case of the
measures mb;g.
3. A THEOREM ON ESSENTIAL SELF-ADJOINTNESS OF
RELATED INFINITE-DIMENSIONAL SCHRO¨DINGER-LIKE
OPERATORS
Let us consider the linear operator H0 in L
2ðmgÞ given by
H0 ¼
P
k=0 c
2
k@
*
k @k 
P
k=0 c
2
kð
@
k@k þ
g
2
k4ok@kÞ, where @* is the adjoint
in L2ðmgÞ. It is well deﬁned on HP, the space of ﬁnite linear combination
of complex Hermite polynomials (cf., [I] for their deﬁnition and
basic properties and Appendix A.5 in [H] for the complex Hermite
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H0f ¼
X
k2I
c2kgkf;
where fðoÞ ¼ k2I fkðok;o
kÞ is a complex Hermite polynomial of degree
gk in ok and the product is over a ﬁnite set I of indices k. We are interested
in real sequences fckgk2Z2 , so H0 is a positive symmetric operator inL
2ðmgÞ.
We have the following result:
Lemma 3.1. The symmetric positive operator H0 is essentially self-adjoint
in L2ðmgÞ on HP; its closure in L
pðmgÞ exists and generates a C0-semigroup
of contractions in LpðmgÞ for any 14p51.
Proof. The complex Hermite polynomials are analytic vectors for the
operator H0. Indeed, for any t50:
X1
n¼0
jjHn0fjj2
n!
tn4
X1
n¼0
ð
P
k2I c
2
kgkÞ
ntn
n!
jjfjj251:
According to Nelson’s analytic vector theorem (cf. [RS, Theorem X.39]) H0
is essentially self-adjoint onHP, which is the ﬁnite linear span of all above
vectors f. Its closure in L2ðmgÞ generates a strongly continuous semigroup
of contractions e
tH0 ; t50, in L2ðmgÞ. For any f 2HP as above we have
jje
tH0fjj24e

tð
P
k2I
c2
k
gkÞjjfjj24jjfjj2:
On the other hand, e
tH01 ¼ 1 and e
tH0 is symmetric and positivity
preserving (indeed, each e
tð@
*
k
@kþ@ *
k@
kÞc
2
k is positivity preserving on
L2ðC; mg;kÞ, since it has a positive kernel, and therefore this is true onL
2
ðmgÞ considered as a tensor product space). Then, e

tH0 ; t50, is an LpðmgÞ-
contractive semigroup for 14p41, strongly continuous for all p51 (cf.
[RS, Theorem X.55). The generator of the semigroup e
tH0 ; t50, inLpðmgÞ
is the closure of ðH0;HPÞ in LpðmgÞ sinceHP is invariant under e

tH0 for
any t50 (cf. [RS, Theorem X.49]). ]
Remark 3.1. HP coincides with FPol and is a dense subspace of
LpðmgÞ, 14p51. The notation HP bears in mind the basic role played
here by the (complex) Hermite polynomials.
Remark 3.2. There exists a unique self-adjoint extension in L2ðmgÞ of
the symmetric operator ðH0;HPÞ, given by the closure operator. Hence,
from now on, the closure operator will be denoted again by H0 and its
domain by DðH0Þ.
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T
14p51
LpðmgÞ. By Ho¨lder inequality, Vf 2L
2ðmgÞ for any f 2HP, since
HP	LqðmgÞ for any ﬁnite q51. Thus, V is a real multiplication operator,
essentially self-adjoint on HP. Following Remark 3.2, from now on
we will use the notation V for the closure operator and DðV Þ for its
domain.
Let us now analyze the operator sum H0 þ V , deﬁned on
DðH0Þ \ DðV Þ HP, as a perturbation of the self-adjoint operator H0
by the positive potential V . We might think of H0 þ V as an infinite-
dimensional Schro¨dinger-like operator in L2ðmgÞ. Since H0 þ V is positive
and symmetric on DðH0Þ \ DðV Þ, it is closable and moreover there exists its
Friedrichs extension H˜, that is the self-adjoint operator corresponding to the
closure of the quadratic form deﬁned by Eðf ; gÞ ¼
R
%f ½ðH0 þ V Þg dmg for
f ; g 2 DðH0Þ \ DðV Þ. We are going to prove that this is the unique self-
adjoint extension of H0 þ V . First, a domain D	 DðH0Þ \ DðV Þ of
essential self-adjointness is given in Proposition 3.2; then in Theorem 3.1
it is proven that HP itself is a domain of essential self-adjointness for
H0 þ V .
Since H0 generates a strongly continuous semigroup of contractions in
L2ðmgÞ, which for general coefﬁcients fckgk is not hypercontractive, we
cannot exploit the techniques of essential self-adjointness for the operator
sum, based on hypercontractivity as given for instance in [RS, Sect. X.9].
According to Kato–Rellich theorem, a perturbation of a self-adjoint
operator A by a bounded (symmetric) operator is again essentially self-
adjoint on any core of A. Deﬁne the truncated operators VnðoÞ ¼ V ðoÞ for
all o such that V ðoÞ4n; VnðoÞ ¼ 0 otherwise. The operator Hn ¼ H0 þ Vn,
deﬁned on DðH0Þ, is a self-adjoint positive operator, essentially self-adjoint
on HP. Moreover, we have:
Proposition 3.1. The closure of ðHn;HPÞ in LpðmgÞ exists and
generates a Co-semigroup of contractions e
tHn ; t50, in LpðmgÞ for any
14p51. As n tends to infinity, e
tHn converges strongly in L2ðmgÞ to e

tH˜,
where H˜ is the Friedrichs extension of H0 þ V .
Proof. The ﬁrst part is well-known: ﬁrst it is proven for p ¼ 2
and then extended to any 14p51 by Riesz–Thorin theorem (cf., e.g.,
[RS]).
We have that e
t
*Hf ¼ limn!1 e
tHnf for any f 2L2ðmgÞ. In fact,
there is (monotone) convergence Vn " V , so Hn " H˜ in the sense
of quadratic forms on DðH˜1=2Þ  DðH˜1=2Þ. This implies strong resolvent
convergence (cf. [K, Theorem 3.13, Chap.VIII]). It follows that the
corresponding semigroups converge strongly (cf. [K, Theorem 2.16,
Chap. IX]). ]
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Proposition 3.2. Let H˜ be the Friedrichs extension of
ðH0 þ V ; DðH0Þ \ DðV ÞÞ. Then H˜ is essentially self-adjoint on the domain
D ¼ ff: f ¼ e
 *Hc for some c 2L1ðmgÞg and *HpD ¼ ðH0 þVÞpD.
Proof. L1ðmgÞ is dense in L
2ðmgÞ. Hence, by the spectral theorem for
self-adjoint operators, D is dense inL2ðmgÞ and D	 DðH˜Þ. Moreover, D is
dense in DðH˜Þ with the topology given by the graph norm. Indeed, if
h ?H˜ D, then 0 ¼ hh; e

H˜ci þ hH˜h; H˜e
H˜ci ¼ hð1þ H˜2Þe
H˜h;ci for any
c 2L1ðmgÞ, i.e., ð1þ H˜
2Þe
 *Hh ¼ 0. And so h ¼ 0. This means that H˜ is
essentially self-adjoint on D.
On the other hand, by Proposition 3.1 e
tHnc 2L2qðmgÞ 	L
qðmgÞ for any
q51; t50. Moreover, Duhamel’s formula
e
tHnc
 e
tHjc ¼
Z t
0
e
ðt
sÞHn ðVj 
 VnÞe
sHjc ds
gives
jje
tHnc
 e
tHjcjjq4
Z t
0
jje
ðt
sÞHn ðVj 
 VnÞjj2qjje

sHjcjj2q ds
4 tjjVj 
 Vnjj2qjjcjj2q:
Hence, fe
tHncgn is a Cauchy sequence in L
qðmgÞ for any q51, because
fVngn is a Cauchy sequence in L
2qðmgÞ. Since e

tHn strongly converges in
L2ðmgÞ to e

tH˜ by Proposition 3.1, e
tH˜c 2LqðmgÞ. This shows that D	
LqðmgÞ 	 DðV Þ for any q51.
Now, DðH˜Þ \ DðV Þ 	 QðH0Þ (the quadratic form domain). Since we have
shown that D	 DðH˜Þ \ DðV Þ, for f 2 D the map g/ hH˜f; gi 
 hVf; gi
is linear continuous on L2ðmgÞ. Then we get that f 2 DðH0Þ.
Thus, D	 DðH0Þ \LqðmgÞ 	 DðH0Þ \ DðV Þ.
We have achieved the proof because H˜pD ¼ ðH0 þ V ÞpD and H˜ was
proven above to be essentially self-adjoint on D. Thus, H˜ is indeed an
essentially self-adjoint extension of H0 þ V restricted to D. ]
Remark 3.3. In the proof, it has been shown that D	 DðH0Þ \LqðmgÞ
and so H0 þ V is essentially self-adjoint on DðH0Þ \LqðmgÞ.
Remark 3.4. The idea of using Duhamel ’s formula for proving essential
self-adjointness was exploited in [AKR92] in the case of inﬁnite-dimensional
diffusions operators (see also references therein).
We conclude with our main result.
Theorem 3.1. H0 þ V is essentially self-adjoint on HP.
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nothing but the domain of the closure of ðH0;HPÞ in LqðmgÞ. Thus, given
any f 2 DðH0Þ \LqðmgÞ there exists a sequence ffngn 	HP such that
fn ! f in L
qðmgÞ and H0fn ! H0f in L
qðmgÞ. Therefore, Vfn ! Vf in
L2ðmgÞ too. It follows that
DðH0Þ \LqðmgÞ 	HP
g
;
where HP
g
denotes the closure with respect to the ðH0 þ V Þ-graph norm.
Therefore, the proof is achieved, on account of Remark 3.3. ]
In then follows that the closure of ðH0 þ V ;HPÞ in L2ðmgÞ generates
either a unitary C0-group feitðH0þV Þgt2R in L
2ðmgÞ or a C0-semigroup of
contractions fe
tðH0þV Þgt50 in L
2ðmgÞ.
4. UNIQUENESS RESULTS FOR THE LIOUVILLE OPERATOR OF
THE EULER EQUATION
According to Koopman–von Neumann’s theory, as soon as an invariant
measure mg is known, the problem of constructing a time evolution can be
reformulated as the problem of constructing a ﬂow in L2ðmgÞ, that is a
solution of the following linear functional equation:
d
dt
gðtÞ ¼ BgðtÞ; t 2 R ð7Þ
with gð0Þ ¼ f 2 DðBÞ	L2ðmgÞ, B the (Euler–)Liouville operator formally
deﬁned as
B ¼
X
k=0
BkðoÞ@k:
This is a linear operator in L2ðmgÞ, well deﬁned on the space of cylinder
bounded C1-functions or cylinder polynomial functions. Aiming at applying
the results of the previous section, we shall consider DðBÞ ¼HP. B is skew-
symmetric, that is B 	 
B* . Indeed, for f;c 2 DðBÞ depending only on the
variables ok with jkj4N (for some N 2 NÞ
ðBc;fÞ ¼
X
k=0
Bk@kc;f
 !
¼
X
05jkj4N
Bk@kc;f
 !
¼ 
 ðc; BfÞ þ c;
g
2
X
05jkj4N
k4 %okBkf
 !
¼ 
ðc; BfÞ
since
P
05jkj4N k
4 %okBk ¼ 0 as a consequence of identity (4).
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one, let L ¼ 1
i
B with DðLÞ ¼ DðBÞ deﬁned as above (from now on, we will
deal with L and refer to it as the Liouville operator). Since L commutes with
the complex conjugation J in L2ðmgÞ; Jf ðoÞ ¼ %f ð
oÞ, von Neumann’s
criterium (cf. [RS, Theorem X.3]) provides the existence of self-adjoint
extensions Le of L inL2ðmgÞ, which thus generate unitary strongly continuous
groups eitL
e
; t 2 R, inL2ðmgÞ, deﬁning solutions of the Liouville equation (7).
Moreover, 1 (the function identically 1 on O) being in DðLÞ 	 DðL* Þ we
have L* 1 ¼ L1 ¼ 0, that is mg is inﬁnitesimally invariant in the sense of
[ARdFH-K] (or invariant in the sense of [ABR,Ebe, St]):
R
Lf dmg ¼ 0 for
any f 2 DðLÞ with L being the restriction to DðLÞ of any inﬁnitesimal
generator Le. This means that this measure is a stationary solution of Hopf’s
equation (cf. [AH-K89,AH-KM,BF]).
Concerning global invariance, mg has been proven to be invariant for the
generalized Euler ﬂows constructed in [AC,CC,CDG]. Let us recall that
any mg-preserving ﬂow Ft in O deﬁnes a strongly continuous group Ut in
L2ðmgÞ by ðUtf ÞðoÞ ¼ f ðFtoÞ; f 2L
2ðmgÞ. The inﬁnitesimal generator of the
group is an extension of L, since d
dt
ðUtf ÞðoÞjt¼0 ¼
P
@kf ðoÞBkðoÞ ¼ iðLf ÞðoÞ
for any f 2 DðLÞ.
The problem we are here concerned with is the uniqueness of self-adjoint
extensions of L in L2ðmgÞ, which means to ask whether %L ¼ L* (with %L
denoting the closure of L inL2ðmgÞÞ. We shall prove that L is bounded by a
naturally associated Schro¨dinger-like operator Lˆ in L2ðmgÞ, the latter being
essentially self-adjoint on the domainHP. This is one of the two sufﬁcient
conditions for essential self-adjointness of form bounded operators
discussed, e.g., in [GJ, RS].
For any k=0 consider the operator Ak ¼ ikb@k 
 k
bB
k, where b 2 R will
be speciﬁed later on. We take ﬁrst Ak with domain DðLÞ. The adjoint of Ak in
L2ðmgÞ is given by A*k ¼ ðik
b@kÞ* 
 k
b %B
k ¼ ikbð@
k 

g
2
k4okÞ
 k
bBk,
well deﬁned on DðLÞ. Then we have, in the sense of forms on DðLÞ  DðLÞ,
04A*k Ak ¼ k
2b@*k @k þ k

2bBkB
k 
 iðBk@k þ B
k@
kÞ þ i
g
2
k4okB
k:
Hence, summing up over k=0 and bearing in mind (4), we have on
DðLÞ  DðLÞ:
2i
X
k=0
Bk@k4
X
k=0
ðk2b@*k @k þ k

2bjBk j2Þ:
In the same way, considering the operator ikb@k þ k
bB
k on DðLÞ and its
adjoint, we conclude that, as forms on DðLÞ  DðLÞ:
2jLj4HL þ V ; ð8Þ
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P
k=0 k
2b@*k @k 
P
k=0 k
2bð
@
k@k þ
g
2
k4ok@kÞ on DðLÞ and V
¼
P
k=0 k

2bjBk j2 on DðLÞ. By Lemma 2.1, choosing b > 1 we have V 2
LpðmgÞ for any ﬁnite p51. Therefore, we are in the setting of Section 3 with
the coefﬁcients given by ck ¼ k2b.
Definition 4.1. We say that a linear operator A in a Hilbert space X
has an essentially self-adjoint dominator on a dense domain D 	 X if there
exists a linear strictly positive operator B essentially self-adjoint on D, such
that jAj4cB for some c > 0 (as quadratic forms on D  D). cB is then called
a dominator for A.
Remark 4.1. The above property is equivalent with B
1=2AB
1=2 being
self-adjoint and bounded on X . Indeed, if jðAf;fÞj4cðBf;fÞ 8f 2 D, then
by polarization identity we get jðAf;cÞj4cjjB1=2fjjjjB1=2cjj 8f;c 2 D.
Hence, B
1=2AB
1=2 is bounded when deﬁned on B1=2ðDÞ, which is again a
dense subset of X . Extending this symmetric operator to the whole X , we
conclude that it is bounded and self-adjoint.
In our applications, we will deal with the domain D of analytic vectors for
the operator B; hence B1=2ðDÞ ¼ D.
Coming back to (8), we have the following:
Theorem 4.1. The symmetric operator L has an essentially self-adjoint
dominator Lˆ on HP.
Proof. This follows from Theorem 3.1 with H0 ¼ HL and Lˆ ¼
1
2
ðHL þ V Þ. ]
Remark 4.2. Not every symmetric operator which has an essentially
self-adjoint dominator is essentially self-adjoint. In fact, e.g., 1
i
ðx2 d
dx
þ d
dx
x2Þ
is symmetric on C10 ðRÞ 	L
2ðR; dxÞ, has defect indices (0,1), hence no
self-adjoint extension and has as an essentially self-adjoint dominator
the operator 
 d
2
dx2
þ x4 on C10 ðRÞ (a proof of the essential self-adjointness
of this dominator can be found, e.g., in [RS, Sect. X]. Here, C10 ðRÞ
denotes the space of C1-functions f : R! C with compact support).
This is a particular case of more general operators discussed in [AF2].
Remark 4.3. By Galerkin system we mean the ﬁnite-dimensional
approximation of (2) given, for any N 2 N, by
dok
dt
ðtÞ ¼ BNk ðoðtÞÞ; k 2 Z
2; 05jkj4N;
where BNk ðoÞ ¼
P
h
h;k
h;k2IN
ch;kohok
h with IN ¼ fm 2 Z
2 : 05jmj4Ng.
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corresponding ‘‘projected’’ measure. Since the r.h.s. of the above equation is
locally Lipschitz and the energy is conserved, there exists a unique global in
time solution of the Galerkin system for mg-a.e. initial condition. This
solution is C1 with respect to the time variable and at least C1 with respect to
the initial data. Thus, essential self-adjointness on FC10 of the correspond-
ing Liouville operator LN ¼
P
k
05jkj4N
BNk @k follows (cf., e.g., [RS, X.14]
where a ﬁnite-dimensional hamiltonian system is studied. Essential self-
adjointness on C10 	L
2ðON ; mg;NÞ trivially extends to FC
1
0 	L
2ðmgÞÞ.
5. UNIQUENESS RESULTS OF THE KOLMOGOROV OPERATOR
OF THE STOCHASTIC NAVIER–STOKES EQUATION
The Kolmogorov equation associated to the Navier–Stokes system (6) is
given by
d
dt
gðtÞ ¼ KgðtÞ; t > 0 ð9Þ
with gð0Þ ¼ f 2 DðKÞ 	L2ðmgÞ; K the Kolmogorov operator formally
deﬁned as
K ¼
X
k=0
e
k2
@
k@k þ 
e
g
2
k2ok þ Bk
 
@k
h i
 
e
X
k=0
1
k2
@*k @k þ
X
k=0
Bk@k;
where K is a linear operator inL2ðmgÞ, well deﬁned on DðKÞ ¼HP. Indeed,
K ¼ 
Qe þ B with Qe ¼ e
P
1
k2
@*k @k; e > 0, the positive symmetric Orn-
stein–Uhlenbeck operator deﬁned on HP and B ¼ iL the skew-symmetric
Liouville operator deﬁned on the same domain HP.
Theorem 5.1. The operator K , defined on HP, is dissipative, closable
and has an essentially self-adjoint dominator on HP, namely Qe þ HL þ V .
Moreover, e
ðQeþHLþV Þt, t50, is a C0-semigroup of contractions in L2ðmgÞ.
Proof. The operator K is dissipative because ReðKf;fÞ ¼
Re½
ðQef;fÞ þ iðLf;fÞ ¼ 
ðQef;fÞ40, 8f 2HP. Hence, K with do-
main HP is closable, HP being dense in L2ðmgÞ (cf., e.g., [Pa, Chap. 1,
Theorem 4.5]). This gives also closability in LpðmgÞ for any 14p51.
We now proceed as in the previous section. In fact, we have, as quadratic
forms on HPHP:
jK j ¼ Qe þ jBj4Qe þ HL þ V ð10Þ
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H0 ¼ Qe þ HLÞ; K has an essentially self-adjoint dominator on HP and
e
ðQeþHLþV Þt; t50, is a C0-semigroup of contractions in L2ðmgÞ. ]
Remark 5.1. The following approximate Kolmogorov operator KN ,
deﬁned on FC1b , as
KN ¼ 
e
X
k=0
1
k2
@*k @k þ
X
05jkj4N
Bk@k
is Lp-unique for any 14p52, according to [Ebe, Theorem 5.2] because
Bk 2L2p=ð2
pÞ for any 14p52 (cf., Lemma 2.1). In the same way, strong
uniqueness on FC1b can be proven for the ﬁnite-dimensional Kolmogorov
operator corresponding to the Galerkin dynamics. But this says nothing new
on the martingale problem for Galerkin. In fact, the stochastic Galerkin
system is already known to have a (pathwise) unique (strong) solution (cf.,
e.g., [Fl]).
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